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Foreign Certificates of Deposit:
Securities or Banking Transactions
After Wolf v. Banco Nacional de
Mexico, S.A. ?
By DANA W. Foxt
Member of the Class of 1985
I. INTRODUCTION
The Securities Act of 1933,1 the Securities Exchange Act of 19342
and the Banking Act of 19333 were enacted by Congress in order to
strengthen America's financial markets following the chaos of the Depression and in response to a national banking emergency. The combined purpose of these Acts was to restore the shaken confidence of the
American people by restructuring the financial environment. 4 Since
much of the financial crisis was perceived to stem from the uncontrolled meshing of the commercial banking and investment banking
worlds,5 Congress sought to prevent its recurrence through the creation
of separate regulatory schemes.'
The line between commercial banking activities and investment
banking activities is not, however, always clearly discernible. An apparent commercial banking transaction may have features which invite
its characterization as an investment banking activity. Furthermore,
where the transaction involves a foreign bank, the extraterritorial effect
of the protective American laws becomes an issue. These points were
most recently raised in Wof v. Banco Nacionalde Mexico, S.A. 7 This
case set forth two main points of inquiry: whether a certificate of det The author gratefully acknowledges the invaluable guidance of David E. Baudler,
Esq.
1. 15 U.S.C. §§ 77a-77aa (1982).
2. 15 U.S.C. §§ 78a-78kk (1982).
3. Banking Act of 1933, ch. 89,48 Stat. 162 (codified in scattered sections of 12 U.S.C.,
chs. 3 and 6).

4. See infra text accompanying notes 19-34.
5. J. O'CONNOR, BANKS UNDER RoosEvELT 7-9, 21 (1938).
6. See generally Investment Co. Inst. v. Camp, 401 U.S. 617 (1971).
7. Wolf v. Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A., 739 F.2d 1458 (9th Cir. 1984).
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posit issued by a foreign bank is a banking transaction which is not
subject to the protection of federal securities laws; and, if viewed as a
security transaction, whether the United States securities laws provide
protection in an international context.
This Note explores the implications of extending the coverage of
the United States securities laws to the issuance of certificates of deposit by foreign banks to United States citizens under factual circumstances similar to those found in the Wofcase. Statutory language and
legislative history will first be examined in an attempt to determine
Congressional intent at the time the banking and securities laws were
adopted. Second, this inquiry will survey the application of these laws
by the courts in cases where the dichotomy between investment and
commercial banking activity is unclear. The application of United
States securities laws in these largely foreign transactions will then be
considered in light of public and international policy requirements.
This Note incorporates and reviews the recent appellate court decision
in the Wofcase, particularly in light of its effect on the future conduct
of international banking transactions.
II. FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
In Wolf v. Banco Nacionalde Mexico, S.A., the plaintiff inquired
about and received information regarding short-term, high-yield time
deposits available from Banco Nacional de Mexico ("Banamex"). 8 He
mailed three checks for $20,000 each to Banamex's Tijuana, Mexico
office, asking that the money be converted into pesos and deposited in
one six-month and two ninety-day accounts. 9 The interest rates on the
deposits ranged from 31.4% to 33.9%.10 When the deposits matured,
Banamex repaid the principal amount in pesos and then, at Wolfs request, reconverted the money into United States dollars. Prior to maturity, however, the Mexican government ceased supporting the peso,
causing its rapid devaluation in relation to the United States dollar.
The result was the return to Wolf of a dollar amount less than the
$60,000 he originally deposited due to the loss on the exchange.1 '
8. Wolf alleged that he read some unspecified advertising or article in an unidentified
newspaper or periodical in August 1981 which informed him of the availability of the certificates. He then wrote to Banamex requesting information regarding the time deposit accounts and in response received a brochure and other information describing the accounts,
Brief for Appellant, Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A. at 4 [hereinafter cited as Banamex
Brief].
9. Id at 5.
10. Id at 5, nn.14 & 16.
11. Id at 5-6.
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Wolf brought suit in the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California seeking the return of the value of his
original deposit amounts in United States dollars. He alleged that
Banamex had sold unregistered securities and had misrepresented material information in connection with their sale in violation of federal
securities laws.' 2 On cross-motions for summary judgment, the court
granted summary judgment to Wolf, finding that Banamex had unlawfully sold unregistered securities. 3
Banamex appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
contending that the lower court had applied an incorrect test in defining a security and that the securities laws did not entitle Wolf to recover damages for his loss. 14 The Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the International Bankers Association and a group of Mexican banks filed amicus
curiae briefs generally supporting reversal of the lower court decision
or remand for reconsideration using the proper test for a security. 15
In December 1983 the appeal was dismissed by the Court of Appeals based on its finding that the earlier decision was a partial summary judgment and was therefore not ripe for appeal.' 6 Shortly
thereafter, the district court approved Banamex's motion to certify an
interlocutory appeal 7 and the case returned to the appellate court for a
ruling on the issues. The Court of Appeals issued its decision in Wo#'
on August 10, 1984,18 reversing the district court and holding that the
certificates of deposit issued to Wolf were not securities and were therefore not subject to federal securities law requirements.
12. Id at 2.
13. Wolf, 549 F. Supp. at 853.
14. Banamex Brief, supra note at 1-2.
15. Brief of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Amicus Curiae, at 20; Brief of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Amicus Curiae, at 20; Brief of the Institute of
Foreign Bankers, Amicus Curiae, at 19; Brief of Mexican Banking and Financial Institutions
and Organismo de Coordinacion de la Banca Mexicana as Amici Curiae in Support of Defendant-Appellant, at 20 [hereinafter referred to as Brief of Mexican Banking and Financial

Institutions].
16. Wolf v. Banco National de Mexico, S.A., 721 F.2d 660 (9th Cir. 1983).
17. Wolf v. Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A., No. 82-1328 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 12, 1984)
(order granting interlocutory appeal).
18. Wolf v. Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A., 739 F.2d 1458 (9th Cir. 1984)peitionfor
cert.fleg 53 U.S.L.W. 3378 (U.S. Oct. 26, 1984) (No. 84-678).
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III. CHARACTERIZATION OF CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT
A. Banking Legislation
The Banking Act of 1933 was designed to stabilize banking activity throughout the country and to avoid the speculative risks associated
with investment banking by setting up a system of close supervision
and interest rate regulation. 9 To add an extra measure of protection
against loss and to guard against bank insolvency, Congress created the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation which insured deposits and required bank compliance with an additional set of regulatory requirements.2 0 Bank participation in the securities business was severely
limited by the Act. Federal Reserve System member banks were required to disassociate themselves from their securities affiliates and securities dealings by banks or their officers were disallowed. 2 Thus, the
great diversion of funds held by banks into the investment markets was
ended.
The legislative goal was to provide a safe and controlled banking
system in which deposits could be made without risk or insecurity on
the part of the depositor. 22 This goal has been underscored by the
courts which, in interpreting the laws, have consistently highlighted the
Act's purpose of promoting confidence in the banking system by removing the previously existing speculative aspects which led to the disenchantment experienced during the national banking emergency.23
B. Securities Legislation
The Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act") and the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act") principally govern the
original and secondary distribution of securities and their subsequent
trading. The goals underlying these laws were succinctly set forth by
19. O'CONNOR, supra note 5, at 22-23.
20. Id at 22-26.
21. Id at 21.
22. Representative Steagall, the co-sponsor of the bill, commented that "the purpose of
this legislation is to protect the people of the United States in the right to have banks in
which their deposits will be safe." 77 CONG. REC. 3837 (1933); accord 76 CONG. REc, 141112 (1933).
23. Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System v. Investment Co. Inst., 450 U.S. 46,
61 (1981); Investment Co. Inst. v. Camp, 401 U.S. at 629-639; Baker, Watts, & Co. v. Saxon,
261 F. Supp. 247, 252 (D.D.C. 1966), aft'dsub nomr Port of New York Authority v. Baker,
Watts, & Co., 392 F.2d 497 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
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President Franklin D. Roosevelt in his message presenting the securities legislation to the Senate:
There is... an obligation upon us to insist that every issue of new

securities to be sold in interstate commerce shall be accompanied by
full publicity and information, and that no essentially important element attending the issue shall be concealed from the buying public.
dealing in securi[This proposal] should give impetus to honest
24
ties and thereby bring back public confidence.
In response to this call, Congress established a structured system of securities legislation in which the disclosure of material information is
the key to protecting securities investors.
The stated purpose of the Securities Act of 1933 is "[t]o provide
full and fair disclosure of the character of securities sold in interstate
and foreign commerce and through the mails and to prevent frauds in
the sale thereof."'25 To this end, unless the security or transaction is
exempt,26 each issuer of securities making a public distribution must
file a registration statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission detailing certain facts relating to the offering of the security. 27 In
addition, a prospectus reflecting the same information contained in the
registration statement must be prepared to circulate information to all
potential investors. 28 The prospectus serves to provide necessary information to prospective buyers and to prevent illegal offers or sales of
securities. Investors are further protected under the Securities Act by
liability provisions which provide remedies for injuries29 suffered due to
an issuer's fraud or misrepresentation in the offering.
The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 principally focuses on the
subsequent trading of securities in the open market. The Exchange Act
requires each corporation whose securities are traded on a national se24. President's Message to Senate Regarding Regulation of Security Issues, 77 CoNG.
REc. 937 (1933).
25. Securities Act of 1933, ch. 38, 48 Stat. 74 (1933).
26. The security itself may be exempt under the Act and may then be sold and resold
without being subject to the registration requirements. Exempt securities include those issued by the United States government, charitable organizations or by a trustee in bankruptcy. 15 U.S.C. § 77c (1982). On the other hand, if the transaction itself is exempt, only
the initial sale is not subject to the registration requirements. Later sales may require registration. Examples of exempt transactions include private offerings or transactions by any
person other than an issuer, underwriter or dealer as defined in the Act. 15 U.S.C. § 77d
(1982).
27. 15 U.S.C. §§ 77f-h (1982).
28. 15 U.S.C. §§ 77e, j (1982).
29. 15 U.S.C. §§ 77k, , q (1982).
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curities exchange, or which has assets of more than $1 million and
stock held by more than 750 people, to register its securities with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. 0 Registration is also required
of national securities exchanges, broker-dealers, information processors
and clearing agencies who are all engaged in transactions involving securities business.3 ' Information contained in the application which an
issuer files, including key data regarding the issuer's business, finances
and the securities offered, is typical of the information which must be
registered under the Exchange Act. 2 Prescribed reports and other information must be provided periodically in order to keep all registered
information current. 33 Like the Securities Act, the Exchange Act sets
forth significant antifraud provisions and remedies for the added protection of securities investors. 4
C.

Statutory Definition of a Security
The definitions of a security under the Securities Act and Ex-

change Act are substantially similar and will be analyzed together in
this inquiry. 5 Both definitions of "security" begin with the wording
30. 15 U.S.C. § 781(g) (1982).
31. 15 U.S.C. §§ 78f, k-, o, q-1(1982).
32. 15 U.S.C. § 78/(b) (1982).
33. 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m, q (1982).
34. 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j, r, ff (1982).
35. This conforms with the approach taken by the Supreme Court in Tcherepnin v.
Knight, 389 U.S. 332 (1967), where the Court discussed both Acts concurrently in determining the meaning of "security" since it concluded the definitions were "virtually identical."
Id at 335-6.
Section 77b of the Securities Act states:
When used in this subchapter, unless the context otherwise requires(1) The term "security" means any note, stock, treasury stock, bond, debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certificate of interest or participation in any profitsharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate, preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate
of deposit for a security, fractional undivided interest in oil, gas, or other mineral
rights, or, in general, any interest or instrument commonly known as a
"security"....
15 U.S.C. § 77b (1982). Similarly, Section 78c of the Exchange Act states:
When used in this subchapter, unless the context otherwise requires-(10) The term "security" means any note, stock, treasury stock, bond, debenture, certificate of interest or participation in any profit-sharing agreement or in
any oil, gas, or other mineral royalty or lease, any collateral-trust certificate, preorganization certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract,
voting-trust certificate, certificate of deposit, for a security, or in general, any instrument commonly known as a "security"; or any certificate of interest or participation in, temporary or interim certificate for, receipt for, or warrant or right to
subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing; but shall not include currency or
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"unless the context otherwise requires." This phrase is of key importance to this discussion as it signifies the possibility that certain instruments may be excluded from the coverage of the Acts whether or not
they are listed among the defined types of securities. In fact, it has been
determined that "a court [has] an express statutory authorization, or
even duty, to consider as a matter of law when the statute 'otherwise
requires.'" 36 This qualifier also identifies a possible reluctance on the
part of Congress to require the application of securities laws to cases
where an instrument does not clearly fall within the scope of the Acts.
Since the statutory language does not reveal a clear-cut definition
of a security instrument which is applicable in all cases, 37 the test fashioned by the Supreme Court to distinguish the features of securities
transactions is a useful guideline: one must look for "the presence of
an investment in a common venture premised on a reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the entrepreneurial or managerial
efforts of others. '3 8 The Supreme Court, however, has never stated that
this test must be applied ritualistically in every case. Rather, the Court
has held that "in searching for the meaning and scope of the word 'security' in the [Securities Acts], form should be disregarded
for sub39
stance and the emphasis should be on economic reality."
D. Judicial Application of the Statutes to Banking Activities
The courts have been reluctant to construe the securities laws as
applying to traditional banking activities. This reluctance stems from
the belief that commercial banking activities are adequately regulated
under the federal banking laws 4° and that commercial transactions do
not require the same types of controls as do investment transactions.
More specifically, the issuance of a certificate of deposit by a domestic bank has clearly been held not to be an investment activity. In
any note, draft, bill of exchange, or banker's acceptance, which has a maturity at
the time of issuance of not exceeding nine months, exclusive of days of grace, or
any renewal thereof the maturity of which is likewise limited. 15 U.S.C. § 78c
(1982).
36. United States v. Johnson, 700 F.2d 163, 172 n.9 (5th Cir. 1983).
37. The cases are generally in agreement that the statutory language provides little guidance in making a clear determination of what constitutes a security. See, eg., United
Housing Foundation, Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837, 847-48 (1975).
38. Id at 852.
39. Tcherepnin v. Knight, 389 U.S. at 336. See also Old Security Life Insurance Co. v.
Waugneux, 484 F. Supp. 1302, 1304 (S.D. Fla. 1980), where the court stated: "It is fundamental that the spirit of the Acts, not whether the transaction falls into a neatly defined
category, provides the context for [a] court's analysis."
40. Radzanower v. Touche Ross & Co., 426 U.S. 148, 157 n.15 (1976).
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Bellah v. First NationalBank,4" plaintiffs brought suit against a bank
asserting that the certificate of deposit they had received was an investment contract which was covered by the securities laws. The Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit rejected this argument, stating that "a certificate of deposit issued in exchange for currency is not encompassed
within the section [defining a security] because currency is not a
security."42
A similar approach was taken by the Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit in Burrus, Cootes & Burrus v. MacKethan,43 where it
held that "certificates of investment" issued by a bank as evidence of
money deposited in a time deposit or passbook savings account were
not securities. The issuance of the certificates was viewed as creating a
debtor-creditor relationship between the bank and the depositor:
Inasmuch as an ordinary certificate of deposit of a banking and loan
corporation is merely an instrument which constitutes evidence of
principal and interest payable because of currency deposited in an
account. . . it is not a "security" but is more like a form of "currency" and so is excluded from the. . . securities legislation admin-

istered by the SEC.44
In these cases, the fact that the certificates merely represented an
amount deposited with the bank worked against their characterization
as investment transactions.
This trend was continued by the district court in Hendrickson Y.
Buchbinder,45 where federal jurisdiction turned on a finding that the
passbook and certificate of deposit accounts of a bank were securities.
The court cited the American Law Institute's draft of a Federal Securities Code as excluding currency and "'a bank certificate of deposit that
ranks on a parity with an interest in a deposit account with the bank'"
from the meaning of a security. 46 Bellah and Burruswere relied on as
support for this conclusion, 47 and the accounts were further distinguished from securities by the specific finding that the owner of a certificate of deposit is entitled to the return of the money deposited with
interest at an agreed-upon rate. 48 As this right to the return of the de41.
42.
43.
Cootes
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

495 F.2d 1109 (5th Cir. 1974).
Id at 1114.
537 F.2d 1262 (4th Cir. 1976), aft'd on rehearingsub nom MacKethan v. Burrus,
& Burrus, 545 F.2d 1388 (4th Cir. 1976).
Id at 1265.
465 F. Supp. 1250 (S.D. Fla. 1979).
Id at 1253.
Id.
Id
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posit was found to depend neither upon the efforts of the bank to increase the value of the depositor's accounts nor upon the overall profits
of the bank, the court held that it was not an investment transaction.49
The reasoning of these earlier cases was more recently followed by
the Supreme Court in Marine Bank v, Weaver," where a certificate of

deposit issued by a United States bank was found not to be a security.
The respondents in Weaver had purchased a $50,000 certificate of deposit from the petitioner and had pledged it as security for a loan by
the petitioner to a third party.5 ' Shortly thereafter, the third party's
business failed and the certificate was claimed by the bank in satisfaction of the debt. Suit was brought52under the antifraud provisions of
Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act.
Although the Court found that "many types of instruments... in
53
our commercial world fall within the ordinary concept of a security,"
it distinguished the Weavers' certificate of deposit from a security and
other long-term debt obligations. 54 Because the depositors were "virtually guaranteed" full repayment by the presence of federal deposit insurance55 and because the certificate was issued by a federally
regulated bank, and thus "abundantly protected under the federal
banking laws,"56 the Court ruled that the federal securities laws did not
afford protection to the depositors.57

E. Conclusion
The certificates of deposit owned by Wolf were issued to him in
exchange for his tender of currency to the bank, much like a savings
passbook is issued in exchange for money deposited in a savings account.58 This is a standard banking transaction which occurs daily in
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Id
455 U.S. 551 (1982).
Id at 552-53.
Id at 554.
Id at 555-56 (quoting United Housing Foundation, Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. at 847-

48).
54. The certificate of deposit was differentiated from securities on the basis that it "was
issued by a federally regulated bank which is subject to the comprehensive set of regulations
governing the banking industry" and that "deposits are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation'" Weaver, 455 U.S. at 558.
55. Id The maximum amount of federal deposit insurance at that time was S40,000;
thus the Weavers' certificate was not even fully insured.
56. Id at 559.
57. Id at 555.
58. "In both form and substance [a certificate of deposit] is essentially an evidence of
indebtedness, and only in that sense is it a promise to pay. Its fundamental character is
ejusdem generis as, and not distinguishable in any significant way from, a pass-book [sic]
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exchanges between depositors and banks all over the world. Where the
bank operates within the federally regulated banking system and its
depositors are thus protected against losses, the Weaver case holds that
the bank's certificates of deposit are not securities.5 9
A similar approach was taken by the Court of Appeals in deciding
Wolf v. Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A. The court recognized that

there was no substantial reason for making a distinction between the
certificates of deposit issued by Banamex and those issued by Marine
Bank. This result stemmed from the presence of an adequate regulatory system which protected Banamex's depositors. The court
commented:
[T]he district court thought it crucial that Marine Bank was regulated
by the United States government, and held that because federal
banking laws do not regulate Banamex, Weaver did not control. We
do not read Weaver so narrowly. The Court referred there to "federally regulated bank" and "federal banking laws" because the case
arose in that context. We think that the Court found it significant
not
that the issuing bank was regulated, and regulated 6adequately,
0
that it was the federal government that regulated it.
The appellate court was able to reach this conclusion because the Mexican system of banking regulation, like its counterpart in the United
States, provides structure and supervision to the banking system. For
example, Mexican banking institutions are subjected to routine audits
and scrutiny by several government agencies, including the Ministry of
Finance and Public Credit, the National Banking and Insurance Commission and the Banco de Mexico (the central bank of Mexico).6 In
addition, interest rates and advertisements are strictly controlled by the
regulatory agencies. 62
Furthermore, although the presence of federal deposit insurance
was a key factor in the Weaver case, depositors are equally protected
issued by a savings bank, and it is hardly arguable that savings bank account books arc
securities rather than the equivalent of currency." Burrus, 537 F.2d at 1264.
59. See supra note 54.
60. Wolf 739 F.2d at 1462.
61. Article 95 of the General Law of Credit Institutions and Auxiliary Organizations,
D.O. May 31, 1941, translatedinExhibit G to Opposition and Reply to Plaintil's Motion for
Entry of an Amended Judgment and Supplementary Opinion, Vol. 3, at 126-29, Wolf v.
Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.A., No. 82-1328 (N.D. Cal., Dec. 30, 1983) [hereinafter rcferred to as District Court Exhibit]. See also Brief of Mexican Banking and Financial Institutions, supra note 15, at 8-9.
62. Articles 138 bis (1)and 93 his of the General Law of Credit Institutions and Auxiliary Organizations, D.O. May 31, 1941, translatedin District Court Exhibit, supra note 61,
Vol. 3, at 131-133.
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under Mexican banking law against bank insolvency. Each Mexican
bank is required to maintain a high level of reserves on deposit. These
reserves include at least ten percent of yearly profits set aside as a general corporate reserve 63 as well as up to fifty percent of bank liabilities
to be placed on deposit with the Banco de Mexico. 4 This high degree
of governmental supervision and regulation has prevented any bank
insolvency over the past fifty years. 65 The presence of these factors
makes it difficult to distinguish the protective provisions of Mexican
and American banking law as regards the issue of regulation to prevent
bank insolvency.
The Court of Appeals placed the burden of proving a satisfactory
level of banking regulation on the foreign bank which is a defendant in
a securities suit.66 This is an affirmative defense since "the trial court
must hear evidence on the degree of protection" offered by the regulatory system and "the foreign bank.

. .

has better access to such evi-

dence than the certificate holder." 67 In the Wolf decision, the seven
factors which predicated a finding that the Mexican banking system
was regulated to a level sufficient to obviate the need to apply securities
law protection were: (1) supervision by three government agencies;
(2) paid-in capital and reserve requirements; (3) advertising regulations; (4) submission of monthly financial statements to a regulatory
agency; (5) annual audits; (6) no bank insolvency in the country for
fifty years; and (7) treatment of deposits as preferential claims in the
case of a bank insolvency.68 It is not clear whether each of these elements must be present to ensure that a foreign certificate of deposit will
not be viewed as a security. The result in Wo/nonetheless provides
adequate notice to foreign banks of the variety of characteristics which
will be considered by a court in evaluating the sufficiency of regulatory
protection for the bank's depositors.
63. Article 8, Section VII of the General Law of Credit Institutions and Auxiliary Organizations, D.O. May 31, 1941, translatedin District Court Exhibit, .wapra note 61, Vol. 3, at
129-130.
64. Article 94 bis, Section I of the General Law of Credit Institutions and Auxiliary
Organizations, D.O. May 31, 1941, translatedin District Court Exhibit, supranote 61, Vol.3,
at 130-131.
65. Brief of Mexican Banking and Financial Institutions, supra note 15, at 10. See also

Wof,549 F. Supp. at 853.
66. W/, 739 F.2d at 1463.
67. Id
68. Id
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SECURITIES LAWS PROTECTION IN AN
INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

Assuming arguendothat a foreign bank is unable to establish that
a sufficient degree of regulatory protection exists for its depositors,
there remains the question of whether the United States securities laws
would apply to protect holders of foreign certificates of deposit.
A.

Basis for Finding Jurisdiction

There exists a presumption that, since Congress is primarily concerned with domestic issues, the laws it enacts should have their most
significant effect within the United States.69 In addition, the Exchange
Act itself sets forth the presumption that the United States securities
laws do not apply where a person engages in securities business outside
the territorial United States.70
In order to rebut these presumptions and apply the securities laws
to an international transaction, one must examine the prevailing international legal standards. A basic premise underlying the functioning
of the international legal system is that nations strive to limit each
other's actions by imposing reciprocal restraints. 7 1 Thus, nations hope
to be able to control the freedom of other nations by giving up certain
of their own freedoms.72 This pattern is repeated in the international
economic system where exchange among nations is promoted through
consideration of mutual interests and reciprocal treatment.73
Notwithstanding these general notions of self-restraint, there are
two jurisdictional concepts of international law which pertain to this
discussion. First, the subjective basis of jurisdiction allows a nation to
take jurisdiction over a case where an act occurs or an affected piece of
property is located within its territory.74 Second, a nation may take
69. Foley Bros., Inc. v. Filardo, 336 U.S. 281 (1949); see also United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945); Blackmer v. United States, 284 U.S. 421
(1932).
70. 15 U.S.C. § 78dd(b) (1982).
71. Brierly, The Oulookfor InternationalLaw, in INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEM 26
(Holder and Brennan eds. 1972).
72. Henkin, How Nations Behave, in INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEM 27 (Holder and
Brennan eds. 1972).
73. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES
Part VIII, introductory note (Tent. Draft No. 4, 1983).
74. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES
§ 17 (1965) provides:
A state has jurisdiction to prescribe a rule of law
(a) attaching legal consequences to conduct that occurs within its territory,
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jurisdiction under the objective theory where an act creates a substantial and foreseeable effect within its territory."5 The antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and the Exchange Act incorporate these

theories of jurisdiction and provide some basis for finding jurisdiction
in transactions involving foreign issuers or where an offering has some
extraterritorial feature.7 6
whether or not such consequences are determined by the effects of the conduct outside the territory, and
(b) relating to a thing located, or a status or other interest localized, in its
territory.

75.

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF FoRaGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNrrED STATES

§ 18 (1965) provides:
A state has jurisdiction to prescribe a rule of law attaching legal consequences in
conduct that occurs outside its territory and causes an effect within its territory, if
either
(a) the conduct and its effect are generally recognized as constituent elements of a
crime or tort under the law of states that have reasonably developed legal
systems, or
(b) (i) the conduct and its effect are constituent elements of activity to which the
rule applies; (ii) the effect within the territory is substantial; (iii) it occurs as a
direct and foreseeable result of the conduct outside the territory; and (iv) the
rule is not inconsistent with the principles of justice generally recognized by
states that have reasonably developed legal systems.
76. 15 U.S.C. §§ 77e, v (1982); 15 U.S.C. §§ 78aa, dd (1982). Section 77e of the Securities Act provides:
(a) Unless a registration statement is in effect as to a security, it shall be unlawful
for any person, directly or indirectly(1) to make use of any means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to sell such security through
the use or medium of any prospectus or otherwise; or
(2) to carry or cause to be carried through the mails or in interstate commerce, by any means or instruments of transportation, any such security
for the purpose of sale or for delivery after sale.
(b) It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly(1) to make use of any means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to carry or transmit any
prospectus relating to any security with respect to which a registration
statement has been filed under this subchapter, unless such prospectus
meets the requirements of section 77j of this title; or
(2) to carry or cause to be carried through the mails or in interstate commerce any such security for the purpose of sale or for delivery after sale,
unless accompanied or preceded by a prospectus that meets the requirements of subsection (a) of section 77j of this title.
(c) It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, to make use of any
means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to offer to sell or offer to buy through the use or medium
of any prospectus or otherwise any security, unless a registration statement
has been fied as to such security, or while the registration statement is the
subject of a refusal order or stop order or (prior to the effective date of the
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B. Judicial Construction
In construing the scope of coverage under the securities laws, the
district court in Kook v. Crang77 relied on the presumption that federal

legislation is meant to apply primarily within the United States. Kook
involved a United States citizen and resident who purchased stocks and
obtained credit through the defendant, a Canadian stock broker.

Although the mails and telephone were used, the transactions were
found to be exempt from the coverage of the American laws since the
essential activities took place outside the United States." The court
could not discern Congress' intent to have the securities laws protect
investors where no substantial act in furtherance of the transaction was
79
done within the territorial United States and thus dismissed the suit.
Following Kook the courts began to take a more protective stance
regarding foreign issuers and domestic investors. In Schoenbaum v.
Firstbrook0 it was determined that extraterritorial application of the
securities laws was necessary to adequately protect American investors.' Because the stocks sold to the plaintiff were registered with and
registration statement) any public proceeding or examination under section
77h of this title.
When a fraudulent interstate transaction occurs, § 77v of the Securities Act authorizes federal court jurisdiction. The action can be brought "in the district wherein the defendant is
found or is an inhabitant or transacts business, or in the district where the offer or sale took
place, if the defendant participated therein." 15 U.S.C. § 77v(a) (1982). Section 78dd of the
Exchange Act provides:
(a) It shall be unlawful for any broker or dealer, directly or indirectly, to make
use of the mails or of any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce for
the purpose of effecting on an exchange not within or subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, any transaction in any security the issuer of which is
a resident of, or is organized under the laws of, or has its principal place of
business in, a place within or subject to the jurisdiction of the United States,
in contravention of such rules and regulations as the Commission may prescribe as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors or to prevent the evasion of this chapter.
(b) The provisions of this chapter or of any rule or regulation thereunder shall
not apply to any person insofar as he transacts a business in securities without
the jurisdiction of the United States, unless he transacts such business in contravention of such rules and regulations as the Commission may prescribe as
necessary or appropriate to prevent the evasion of this chapter.
Section 78aa of the Exchange Act authorizes federal court jurisdiction in the same manner
as § 77v of the Securities Act.
77. 182 F. Supp. 388 (S.D.N.Y. 1960).
78. Id at 391.
79. Id
80. 405 F.2d 200 (2d Cir. 1968), rev'don other ground, 405 F.2d 215 (2d Cir. 1968) (en
banc), cert. deniedsub non. Manley v. Schoenbaum, 395 U.S. 906 (1969).
81. Id at 206.
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listed on a United States exchange, there was a sufficient impact on the
American investment market to give rise to jurisdiction under the securities laws. 2 In describing the scope of possible regulation in this
area, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that the Securities and Exchange Commission has the power to regulate those persons
conducting business without the United States who have the intent to
3
effect transactions in the United States or to evade United States laws.1
The same court, in Leasco Data Processing Equipment Corp. v.
Maxwell,8 4 also allowed a finding of jurisdiction in an international
context. The Leasco defendants, British citizens and corporations, fell
under the court's jurisdiction when they conspired to cause plaintiffs to
purchase stock of a British company at an inflated price and committed
certain acts towards this end in New York."5
The Leasco court's analysis indicates that protection under the securities laws is not limited to the securities of American issuers but extends to people conducting securities transactions outside of the United
States when fraudulent acts also take place within the United States.
The Leasco court, however, saw the occurrence of some act within the
United States as a necessary requirement: 'When no fraud has been
practiced in this country and the purchase or sale has not been made
here, we would be hard pressed to find justification for going beyond
Schoenbaum."' 6 Thus, Schoenbaum, in which acts were done outside
the United States, was distinguished from Leasco, in which substantial
acts occurred within the territorial United States.8 7
The reasoning in Leasco was followed in Travis v. Anthes Zmperial
8 In overturning the district court decision that the Exchange Act
Ltd.I
only applied when a security was purchased on an American exchange
or where there were improper foreign transactions involving American
securities, the Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit stated that "ju82. Id at 208.
83. Id at 207.
84. 468 F.2d 1326 (2d Cir. 1972).
85. Id at 1334.
86. Id
87. On this point, the court stated:
If all the misrepresentations here alleged had occurred in England. we would entertain most serious doubt whether. . . [the securities laws] would be applicable
simply because of the adverse effect of the fraudulently induced purchases in England of securities of an English corporation, not traded in an organized American
securities market, upon an American corporation whose stock is listed on the New
York Stock Exchange and its shareholders.
Id
88. 473 F.2d 515 (8th Cir. 1973).
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risdiction attaches whenever there has been significant conduct with respect to the alleged violations in the United States." 89
This concept was extended by the Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit in Bersch v. DrexelFirestone,Inc.,90 where the ultimate concern
in determining the scope of the securities laws was that the domestic
laws be applied only in transactions which have a significant connection with the United States. According to the Bersch court, a significant
connection exists when an American resident participates in a transaction or when material acts or omissions in relation to a transaction occur within the United States. 91 Merely preparatory acts may be
sufficient to give rise to federal court jurisdiction where an American
citizen is involved. 92 Fraudulent acts or sales of securities to foreign
residents are not covered by the securities laws, however, unless substantial violations occur within the United States.93 The court conceded
that its conclusions did not derive strictly from the statutory language,
but represented the result of its attempt to discern Congressional intent
where none was spelled out in the laws.94
The more recent case of Securities and Exchange Commission v.
Kasser95 involved a suit against American citizens who allegedly engaged in fraudulent securities activities in connection with the development of a Canadian forestry complex. In that case, while several
preparatory acts were done within the United States, the primary fraud
was committed in Canada against a Canadian corporation. 6 The acts
done in the United States were nonetheless characterized as "significant conduct which formed part of the defendants' scheme. 97
The case reemphasized the proposition, raised in Leasco, Travis
and Bersch, that the federal securities laws provide protection when
some act in relation to a fraudulent scheme takes place within the
89. Id at 524.
90. 519 F.2d 974 (2d Cir. 1975), cert. deniedsub nonL Bersch v. Arthur Andersen & Co.,
423 U.S. 1018 (1975).
91. Id at 993.
92. Id at 992.
93. Id at 987.
94. The court stated: "Our conclusions rest on case law and commentary concerning
the application of the securities laws and other statutes to situations with foreign elements
and on our best judgment as to what Congress would have wished if these problems had
occurred to it." Id at 993.
95. 548 F.2d 109 (3d Cir. 1977), cert. denied sub noma.
Churchill Forest Indus. (Manitoba) Ltd. v. Securities and Exch. Conm'n, 431 U.S. 938 (1977).
96. Id at 111, 115.
97. Id at 111-12.
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United States.98 The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit specifically identified "a Congressional intent for a broad jurisdictional scope

for the 1933 and 1934 Acts [in the statutory use of the phrase] foreign
commerce." 99 In conclusion, the court stated its conviction that "the

1933 and 1934 Acts were designed to insure high standards of conduct
in securities transactions within this country in addition to protecting
domestic markets and investors from the effects of fraud."'10
C. Conclusion
Under the jurisdictional analysis developed by the cases discussed
above, there can be little doubt that the United States securities laws
would reach a certificate of deposit transaction between a United States
resident and a foreign bank. For example, in the Wofcase, the United
States mails were used to conduct the transactions involved, both for
the exchange of information and for the actual transfer of money between the parties.' This activity would have given rise to federal jurisdiction under the securities laws: "Inasmuch as the defendant
advertised and promoted its acts within the United States and dealt
with the plaintiff through the United States postal service, there is sufficient nexus for this court to exercise jurisdiction."' 2
Having determined that the particular certificates involved were
not securities, the Wo/fcourt did not specifically decide whether the
securities laws would ever apply to the sale of foreign certificates of
deposit. The court did, however, reveal its intention to allow the securities laws to apply to that type of transaction where no other type of
regulatory protection could be proved.10 3 This conforms to the trend
developed in the cases reviewed above which allows federal securities
laws to protect American investors notwithstanding the foreign aspect
of their transactions.
98. Id at 114.
99. Id
100. 1d at 116.
101. Banamex Brief, supranote 8 at 4-5.
102. Wolf v. Banco National de Mexico, S.A., No. 82-1328 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 1Z 1984)
(order granting interlocutory appeal).
103. The court stated that "when a bank is sufficiently well regulated that there is virtually no risk that insolvency will prevent it from repaying the holder of one of its certificates
of deposit in full, the certificate is not a security for purposes of the federal securities laws."
Wolf,739 F.2d at 1463.
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IMPACT OF WOLF ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF
INTERNATIONAL BANKING TRANSACTIONS

The Court of Appeals in Wolf made it clear that a foreign bank
offering certificates of deposit to American citizens will be required to
prove a substantial degree of regulatory protection against insolvency
and consequent loss to its depositors. In the absence of such proof, the
court implied that the securities laws' protection will be invoked to provide the needed regulatory protection for the depositor/investor. In
this regard one must further question whether there are policy concerns
which militate against such extraterritorial application of the federal
securities laws. Furthermore, it is of interest to note what alternatives
are available to foreign banks wishing to build deposit relationships
with American citizens.
A.

Policy Considerations

There are strong policy concerns which affect a determination of
whether securities law coverage should be extended by the courts to
cover foreign certificates of deposit.1 4 On a very basic level, a court
has a duty to consider the number and type of persons likely to be
affected by increasing coverage of the laws." 5 Presumably only a small
number of American citizens are likely to be sophisticated enough to
consider seeking a higher rate of return by sending money into a foreign country. Further to this point, it can be argued that greater protection is not needed for that small group of people like Wolf who have a
great deal of financial awareness and savvy.
Plaintiff Wolf typified the sophisticated investor who, willing to
take some risk in order to get a high rate of return, knowingly sent his
104. Judicial inquiry into the application of statutory law may validly include a review of
policy concerns. As one court stated in the context of its review of the language of the
Exchange Act: "It is therefore proper that we consider. . . what may be described as policy
considerations when we come to flesh out the portions of the law with respect to which
neither the congressional enactment nor the administrative regulations offer conclusive guidance." Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, 421 U.S. 723, 737 (1975), reh'g denied,423
U.S. 884 (1975).
105. In this regard, the court must consider the legislative intent:
The literal meaning of a statute may not be followed and applied in such a manner
as to produce an absurd result or one that is unreasonable and plainly at variance
with the policy of the legislation as a whole. To avoid such a consequence, the
courts will at times imply limitations and exceptions in a statute that the legislative
body has not inserted.
Sociedad Nacional de Marineros de Honduras v. McCulloch, 201 F. Supp. 82, 89 (D.D.C.
1962), aff'dsub nom. McCulloch v. Sociedad Nacional de Marineros de Honduras, 372 U.S.
10 (1962).
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money into a foreign country which had a different, although not dissimilar, regulatory system and which had experienced economic difficulties in recent years. There was a great variety of information
available to Wolf prior to and at the time of his investment regarding
the economic conditions in Mexico; thus he could not claim ignorance
of the potential risks.1°6 Although the securities laws were designed to
limit the concept of "caveat emptor" by ensuring disclosure to investors, public policy should not support the protection of a investor
07
against the adverse consequences of his own informed choice.1
A second consideration in this regard derives from general international policy concerns. In order for the international system to function smoothly, each nation must reasonably limit the scope of its laws
so as not to interfere with the operations of other countries' economic
and legal systems.10 8 This requires respect for foreign government autonomy which must be embodied in legislative and judicial restraint.
The Court of Appeals' reversal of the district court suggests its recognition that there are international policy concerns which influence
any decision involving a foreign party. The result of finding that
Wolf's certificates of deposit were securities would have effected an intrusion into the regulatory system which gives structure to the Mexican
banking system. 0 9 By superimposing United States securities law cov106. Among the information publicly available prior to and at the time Wolf deposited
his money with Banamex were the following articles: Those Super-High Interest Mexican
CDs, San Francisco Examiner, Apr. 5, 1981, at DI, col. 2 (specifically pointing out that "a
depositor planning to reconvert [the money he converted to pesos] to dollars risks a reduction in net return, or even potential loss, if the peso were to decline in value with respect to
the dollar. . . . That risk is not merely theoretical: The peso generally has been falling in
value against the dollar for some time."); Mexico May Be Due ForA Big De'aluation,Bus.
WK., June 22, 1981, at 81 ("There is growing speculation that Mexico may undergo a 'sizeable' devaluation of its peso before the end of 1981, or before December, 1982."); Mexico
Eases Down the Peso, Bus. Wy., Aug. 31, 1981, at 79; Mexico Tries to Bolster the Fagging
Peso, Wall St. J., July 2, 1981, at 25, col. 2; Mexico Sees Growth in Money MarketsBut U.S.
FirmsArePinchedforPesos,Wall St. J., Nov. 2, 1981, at 31, col 5 (commenting on the need
for United States firms to purchase pesos on the black market in order to conduct business,
the use of dollars would be too risky in light of a possible devaluation.).
In fact, the district court specifically commented on the availability of a wide range of
information to both parties: "[Ilf it's in the newspapers, it's not anything that... the defendant knew that the plaintiff didn't know." District Court Record at 12, Volf, 549 F.
Supp. 841.
107. See Hirsch v. duPont, 553 F.2d 750, 763 (2d Cir. 1977), where the court stated that
"[t]he securities laws were not enacted to protect sophisticated businessmen from their own
errors of judgment."
108. See supra text accompanying notes 71-72.
109. See, eg., Brief of Mexican Banking and Financial Institutions, supranote 15, at 1920 (discussing the possible effects such an intrusion would have had on the relations between
the United States, in particular California, and Mexico).
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erage over the Mexican banking system the court would have invited
retaliatory measures." 0 For example, the Mexican government could
have, in the future, given similar extraterritorial effect to its laws without regard for the stringent system of regulation in the United States.I'
Furthermore, a decision of that type could have resulted in12the closing
of the Mexican market in this area to American citizens."
These concerns remain valid in the case of banks operating in
countries where the system of banking regulation has not been proved
to be as highly protective as the American or Mexican banking systems.
Such foreign banks may well decide that the risks of liability under the
United States securities laws outweigh the advantages of attracting deposits from American citizens. As a corollary, any limitation on the
ability of American citizens and companies to place money on deposit
impact on their ability to conin foreign banks may have a significant
3
duct business in those countries."
B. Alternatives Open to Foreign Banks
As a practical matter, the alternatives available to a foreign bank
which is unable to prove a satisfactory level of regulation are very limited and less than satisfactory from a business standpoint. On one
hand, the bank may select to establish a domestic branch under the
International Banking Act of 1978" 4 (the "IBA"), thereby enabling it
to conduct operations in the United States "with the same rights and
privileges as a national bank at the same location. . . and. . . subject
to the same duties, restrictions, penalties, liabilities, conditions, and
limitations that would apply. . . to a national bank doing business at
the same location."'' Prerequisites to opening a domestic branch include putting a minimum amount of money on reserve with a Federal
Reserve member bank and, in the case that deposits of $100,000 or less
will be accepted, submitting a surety bond or pledging assets to the
110. The Supreme Court has stated:
In dealing with international commerce we cannot be unmindful of the necessity
for mutual forbearance if retaliations are to be avoided; nor should we forget that
any contact which we hold sufficient to warrant application of our laws to a foreign
transaction will logically be as strong a warrant for a foreign country to apply its
law to an American transaction.
Lauritzen v. Larsen, 345 U.S. 571, 582 (1953). See also Brief of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, supra note 15 at 18.
111. See, e.g., Brief of the Institute of Foreign Bankers, supra note 15 at 9.
112. Id at 5-7.
113. Id at 9.
114. 12 U.S.C. §§ 3101-3108 (1982).
115. 12 U.S.C. § 3102(b) (1982).
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Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.'" 6 This possibility of opening
a United States-based branch under the IBA is, however, very costly;

and the bank's ability to attract deposits by paying high interest rates
would be virtually eliminated in that the bank would be restricted to
paying standard rates of interest under United States regulatory
17
standards.'
A second alternative is for the bank to register each issuance of a
certificate of deposit as a security."1 8 Not only is this a costly and complicated procedure, 1 9 but this would unduly burden the actual issuance of such certificates and would discourage the bank from offering

this traditional banking service to American citizens. 2 '
Even if the bank were required to register its offering of a certificate of deposit with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the requirements of disclosure under the securities laws do not protect
against the risk involved in the Wofcase: the risk of currency devaluation and loss on exchange. This risk is inherent in any situation where
money is deposited in foreign currency.'t2 Thus, a United States citizen would have no greater insulation from the risk of losing his or her

deposit by virtue of the bank's compliance with the requirements of the
securities acts. 122
116. 12 U.S.C. §§ 3102(g), 3104 (1982).
117. 12 U.S.C. § 3102(b)(1982).
118. Brief of the Securities and Exchange Commission, supranote 15 at 17 n.30.
119. The registration process was seen as so costly both in time and money that the court
in Bellah v. First National Bank, 495 F.2d 1109 (5th Cir. 1974), held that "[s]ubjection of
loan transactions involving a promissory note to the registration requirements would inevitably wreak havoc on the commercial paper market." 495 F.2d at 1114. The burden of the
registration requirements is significant: "The SEC's emphasis on requiring United States
accounting techniques and information for these... issues presents the most severe hurdle
for foreign issuers. It keeps many foreign issuers out of United States capital markets and
thus impedes the free flow of international capitaL" Note, Foreign Securrie." Integration
and Disclosure Under Mke Securities and Exchange 4cts 58 NOTRE DAME L REv. 911, 923
(1983).
120. See supra text accompanying note 112.
121. Brief of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, supra note 15 at 5.
122. Similarly, a foreign national who purchases securities in the United States after converting his foreign money into United States dollars would not be protected against a possible loss on reconversion of his money merely because the American issuer had complied
with the registration requirements of the securities laws. Such a risk is not protected against
by the disclosures required by the Acts. The Court of Appeals recognized this fact and
commented as follows:
Whether a bank's certificate of deposit is a security surely cannot turn on the currency with which it is purchased or in which it is payable. The devaluation risk
present whenever a certificate of deposit is purchased with or payable in a foreign
currency therefore does not distinguish the certificates that Wolf bought from that
which the Weavers bought.
Wolf, 739 F.2d at 1462.
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Registration procedures require the detailing of any information
that may be necessary to the investor's decision regarding the investment. 23 Required disclosures include the identification of the issuer,
any material facts regarding the issuer and, under the Exchange Act,
any information relating to the parties involved in the trading of securities. 124 The regulations governing disclosures by foreign issuers do not
require the preparation of the required forms in United States currency.' 25 The issuer must prepare the forms using the currency of the
country in which it is organized; convenience translations into United
States dollars26 are allowed only for the most recent balance sheet
information.

1

There is no required disclosure of currency exchange risks. Such a
disclosure is not material to the offering itself but rather pertains to the
particular facts of each investment situation. 27 Some disclosure of exchange rates, controls and regulations is nonetheless required.' 28
When this disclosure is provided, it is a statement of the exchange
of exchange rates and/or the past monemechanism, a historical listing
129
country.
the
of
policy
tary
It would be virtually impossible to require an independent issuer
to include factual information regarding its country's future monetary
123. Banamex Brief, supra note 8 at 16 n.50.
124. See generallySEC Form 20-F, 17 C.F.R. I 249.220(0 (1982), 4 FED. SEC. L, Rep.
(CCH) I 6038D (1984) [hereinafter cited as SEC Form 20-F]; SEC Form F-2, 47 Fed. Reg,
54,773 (1982), 2 FED. SEC. L. REP. (CCH) I 6038E (1984); SEC Form F-3, 47 Fed, Reg,
54,776 (1982), 2 FED. SEC. L. REP. (CCH) I 6038F (1984).
125. 17 C.F.R. § 210.3-20 (1982); see 47 Fed. Reg. 54,767 (1982).
126. Id
127. Banamex Brief, supra note 8 at 19-20; see also Brief of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, supra note 15 at 8.
128. SEC Form 20-F, supra note 124, Items 8 & 9. An example of the type of disclosure
made regarding monetary policy in a prospectus is the following:
The earnings of the Barclays Group are affected not only by the general economic
conditions, both domestic and overseas, but also in the United Kingdom by the
policies of the British Government and regulatory authorities, particularly the
Bank of England, the Government owned central bank. The Bank of England
influences conditions in the money and credit markets, which affect interest rates,
the growth in lendings, the distribution of lending between various industry sectors
and the growth of deposits. Monetary policies have had a significant effect on the
operations and profitability of the UK banks in the past, and are expected to do so
in the future. Similarly, the monetary policies of governments in countries where
the BBI Group operates affect the operations and profitability of the Barclays
Group in those countries. The Barclays Group cannot accurately predict the effect
such policies may have, in the future, on lending volumes and earnings.
BARCLAYS BANK PLC, PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT at 40 (Apr. 22, 1983).
129. SEC Form 20-F, supra note 123.
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policy since currency devaluation and exchange controls may be considered to be discretionary policy measures taken by the host country;
both frequently result from external economic forces and pressures
which induce national policymakers to consider the utility of one or
both as measures or tools of last resort. Normally both devaluation
and controls are directly related to the state of the country's balance of
international payments. 30 Thus, unless the foreign bank were seen to
be so closely allied with its country's government that it would be held
to a knowledge of the government's future plans regarding the counnot be reasonable to require its disclotry's monetary policy, it would
3
sure of this information.' '
VI.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the statutes, legislative and case histories and the facts
in Wolf v. Banco Nacional de Mexico, S.4. indicates that the activity
involved in that case was a commercial banking activity which did not
fall within the scope of federal securities law coverage. The appellate
court decision reflects an understanding that the extension of coverage
of the securities laws by the district court went against the legislative
intent not to have commercial banking activities and securities transactions governed by the same regulatory scheme. Furthermore, the Wolf
decision gives guidance to participants in the international banking system, enabling them to evaluate the possible liabilities of pursuing
American deposits.

130. D. ZENOFF & J. ZWICK, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEIENT 37 (1969).
131. Although Banamex and all other Mexican banks were nationalized in September
1982 by the Mexican government, at the time the transactions in the lVolfcase occurred, in
September, November and December of 1981, Banamex was sufficiently separate and independent from the Mexican government so as to preclude its advance knowledge of any
material changes to the country's monetary policy.

